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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to focus on Electronic Auction which the main
strategy of government procurement which refers to procuring quality goods or
services in the amount of 2 million baht and above passed through internet system as
real-time online as complied with enforcement regulations by the Comptroller
General's Department of the Ministry of Finance. Thus, this will increase
transparency and effective policy on such procurement to become standard similar to
international. Nonetheless, the current Electronic Auction strategy is still imperfect
and that leads to the unfair competition as well.
It is found that Thailand still struggles to deal with fraud problems

concerning conspiracy in bids collusion in government procurement. In this regard,
although Thailand already enhances some measures on working with web based
applications via a single internet site by sealed bid auctions instead as the restriction.
In fact it's probably still operate wrongfully together with public and private sector
which intend to conspire on deterrent fair competition without concerning the law
anymore. Further, this type of problem is actually comes up with connecting physical
individual among them closely before time of bidding competition show. Therefore,
it is a lead to created heaven on severe problem is running on Thai government
procurement as initiation list needed to secure urgently.
It is recommended that it should be operated with a public show on the web

site of the Comptroller General's Department of the Ministry of Finance with the
object of disclosing transparency and effective government management including
with determined bidder needed to ask for approval to get a smart card issued by the
general department and along with needed to ask for approval to get digital signature

IV

also before participate in bidding competition begin and the last one is an individual
person shall be recognized to pay respect upon rule of the law with restrictively also.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and General Statement of the Problems
Nowadays, government procurement has been effective on the management
budget which actually comes from tax payment to generate the best outcome.
Moreover, the government representative as the biggest buyer in the nation shall be
recognized on proceeding procurement with intending to open for fair competition
upon "good governance" as complying with transparency, effectiveness, accountability
and value for money that goes for achieving the final purpose.
In addition, the general way to manage government procurement is
undertaken by enforcement regulations of Ministry of Finance regarding "the
Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister B.E.2535" (1992) (the Regulation B.E.
2535) which is strict only for the original government procurement system. Thus, if
it i's required for suppliers to participate in bidding competitions via single internet
window by submitting sealed bid auction which aims to prevent human contact, and
it comes up with connecting by individual physical relation among suppliers closely
before entering to gets right into obligation on government's contract that can refer
to the created fraud offence committing unfair competition in government
procurement so it is enacted under "the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister
on Electronic Procurement B.E. 2549" (2006) (the Regulation B.E. 2549). However,
according to the fact that Thai government procurement had shown the Regulation
B.E. 2535 (1992) including the Regulation B.E. 2549 (2006) as the core regulation
binding the whole procedure which needed enforce straight to the point relevant
upon information rule on each the Regulation but in the real procurement situation, it
still faced making an offence in the form of a conspiracy bid in collusion by the
bigger supplier who has greater ability to lobby the smaller supplier to fade away
from such bidding competition in the purpose of the right to enter into a contract
with a state agency so it is known as "fraud" with respect to the one that committed
the severe offence of the crime upon the law.
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According to the fact as stated already, it can be assumed that at this time in
Thailand, there is not enough strict measurement to respond to such problems which
frequently comes up with the intention of conspiracy among suppliers before a
official bidding competition begins. Consequently, the lacking of restriction
measurement will leads to creating a heaven on fraud problems in government
procurement and also have an extensive affect on the government which will lose a
sum of the royal budget with unnecessary thing upon failed practicing on private
sector.
As a result, the intention on making conspuacy of fraud in auction m
government procurement gives a negative outcome to the whole department
particularly on the government directly. In the event of ineffective management, it is
needed to follow on transparency or good governance and as complied with by the
government to lose in management budget for more greater advantage.
This Independent Research initiative searching on the element to prevent the
outstanding fraud problem in government procurement particularly Electronic
Auction is the subject matter of a serious offence and needs to be secured in the
correct way as soon as possible to find the solution method and make it a better
standard soon.

1.2 Hypothesis of the Study
The current Regulation which is provided by the Ministry of Finance is an
effective restriction but due to Thai Regulation, it still lacks measurement to prevent
the failed practicing of private sector to public sector in the event of conspiracy of
fraud in Electronic Auction in government procurement which frequently occurs
before the bidding. This leads directly to a negative affect that is not only to a
particular person but also the country. Thus, Electronic Auction shall be recognized
as a matter of serious concern by revising and adding more measures to enforce
proceedings on the electronic government procurement method before the bidding
begins.

3

1.3 Objectives of the Study
1. To study the theory on Electronic Auction.
2. To study the Thai Government Procurement Law.
3. To study the problem on Electronic Auction.
4. To study the International Government Procurement Law.
5. To study the way to solve the problem.

1.4 Study Methodology
The Methodology of this research is a documentary research. the Regulation
provided by the Office of Prime Minister and its Panel Report will be studied.
Additionally, the research will also discuss the domestic laws and policy for related
countries such as the Thai Anti-Collusion Law and its policies, the Australian AntiCollusion Law and the Japanese Anti-Collusion Law as the case study. Furthermore,
related books, articles in law journals and the journal from internet will be studied.

1.5 Scope of the Study
The researcher will examine the problems which arise from the government
procurement law. The existing regulation gives the worst affect to the Thai government,
particularly, in government sectors. After the related cases are studied, the research
will be a guideline for advice as a grounds to reform.

1.6 Expectation of the Study
1. To know the theory on Electronic Auction.
2. To know the Thai Government Procurement Law.
3. To know the problem on Electronic Auction.
4. To know the International Government Procurement Law.
5. To know the way to solve the problems.

Chapter 2
Laws and Theories of Government Procurement
To understand the concept of the government procurement system in Thailand
regarding to the scope of Thai procurement and who has authority to use it, Chapter
2 is the guideline instrument that leads to more knowledge about some relevant
issues such as background, principle rule, government procurement system and law.

2.1 Background of Government Procurement
2.1.1 Background of International Government Procurement
Nowadays, most countries around the world, no matter if they have
domestic administration among themselves, such governments shall provide the
public services to their population relying on good governance in itself such as
infrastructure project, national security measures, public health and education.
Therefore, the government representative as the public sector, necessary proceed on
government procurement systems or any public services shall practice following the
structure. In general ways, such governments and public sectors are the biggest net
buyers who have potential to buy or sell on this transaction and then when we looked
at the index upon World Trade Organization (WTO) and found that government
procurement in particular, on central government ranging on government
procurement value hang around 10-15% of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) 1.
Anyway, this amount may depend on an economic market at that time, whether
including with procurement on state-owned enterprises, enterprises, independent
organizations, independent regulators and local governments, all of them are the

1

Supath Supatharasai et al., Education for International Trade Negotiation Strategy

and Development Stardard on International Government Procurement Agreement, Office
of the Development Government Pr curement Commission Comptroller General's
Department of the Ministry of Finance, Thai APEC Study Center of Thammasat
University (Bangkok: Thamasart University, 2548), p.11.
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main factors to push value of government procurement higher than before they get
wealthy and then it will take too much effect on the ratio of GDP.
As aforesaid, every country tries to release the specific regulations and
government procurement systems regarding goods and services; particularly, on an
efficient and transparent principle so these will make regulations and process
different from private sectors.
In general ways, the aims of the government procurement system since the
beginning appeared in the United Nation. (UN) Procurement Higher Standard 1948.
Meanwhile, the UN has had some 63 global UN peacekeeping operations. 2 UN
member states needed transformations which have moved away from the simple
purchase of products and services towards strategic coordination of a sophisticated
and interrelated set of management functions with the attendant checkmarks, quality
control and accountability mechanisms. Anyway, underlying UN procurement
looking for potential vendors to demonstrate expertise, particularly the best
competitors that it finally will lead to the best value for money. In addition, the UN is
actively involved in outreach efforts to increase its database with vendors from
developing countries and from states categorized as "Economic in Transaction".
Further background from the WTO which prescribed in the same category
focusing on economic stability among member states. WTO needed to open
competition and non-discrimination for the best value for money arising from
population income but in fact by international competition factors among themselves
have more power over the government procurement policy because most countries
will apply an international trade law between transactions as much as they can. For
example, they try to avoid procurement on goods and services from outside of their
countries or some countries will adduce a discrimination rule to apply for something
like this, so all of the avoidance will not appear on a kind of documentary evidence
or practice method. Finally, it will lead to distortion among international trade so that
in the international negotiation agreement tries to develop any principle rules and
regulations on government procurement to adduce on developed countries as a
principle standard or with cooperation from all developed countries drafting the
2

UN Secretariat Procurement Higher Standards-Better Solutions, At http://

www.un.org/Depts/ptd/pdf/pd article wcc.pdf. (last visited 11 July, 2009).
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Government Procurement Agreement (GP A) in the framework of GATT Rule and
WT0 3 • Anyway, we can notice that under GPA agreement, there are only developed
countries members with a few developing countries members appearing under GPA
agreement. Therefore, in present time, they are trying to increase GP A framework by
adding a larger amount of member countries than usual including expanding implement
jurisdiction framework among member countries and conducting a GP A transparency
draft to become a multilateral agreement under WTO rule to use in the future.

2.1.2 Background of Thai Government Procurement
Hereinafter in "the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on
Procurement B.E. 2535" (1992) which was the first introduced Regulation deemed to
be sourcing any quality of goods or services by a government entity in the event of
visiting numbers of documents without electronic measure in between so each
government department, which stated the authority upon their own rule or
Regulation, has power on proceeding in order to source such quality goods or
services in cost effective to consume among them and maintain the highest benefit.
Therefore, when any government department needed sourcing on goods
or services they usually followed the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on
Procurement B.E.2535 (1992) including the Amended Regulation as complied with
the cabinet resolution which already passed through the parliament approval as the
normal standard which indicated the way to practice government procurement
including relevant information. Finally, it will bind in extensive framework from the
beginning. Then, the bigger budget amounts may refer to any kinds of fraud offence
between government department itself and spread to private sector that can be
possible in anytime, so that is the reason why the parliament by cabinet resolution,
deemed to jointly release the standard regulation to force all government departments
and relevant organizations engaging in practicing in the same way, based on the
Regulation of the office of Prime Minister on Procurement B.E.2535 (1992) and the
Amended Regulation also.

3

Comparative Government Procurement Law, (n.p: Law school, Central

University of Finance and Economics, 2007), p.30. (unpublished manuscript).
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Accordingly, the Comptroller General's Department of Ministry of
Finance has the authority to manage government procurement with the quality of
goods and services to stimulate the government to spend the treasury budget, and
then it can make the domestic economy to grow more with stability.
According to the fact of government procurement proceedings has
follow the Regulations of the Office of Prime Minister on Procurement B.E.2535
(1992). It took a diversity negative affect on domestic suppliers to open the invitation
tendering publication to a supplier regarding to jointly bidding competition necessary
to make invitation tendering in the public news on multi-media or on any kinds of
communication that it can make public or private sectors up to date about the bidding
information news but in reality some community groups cannot take such a
declaration. In this regard, it may cause the weakness in the systematic process
which indicated it should use documentary and multi-media as a connecting way
between the public sector and the private sector. So under this process, no one could
examine, if in fact government officers could do it completely or not. That leads to
imperfect management.
As a result, the Thai government has tried to restore strength in the
government procurement system for many years and tried to resolve the fraud
problems to get better management of work. At this time, the Comptroller General's
Department of the Ministry of Finance representative, as the authorities' director,
needs to amend the weakness in the Regulation B.E. 2535 ( 1992) for more effective
management. From this point, the Ministry of Finance provides the new Regulation
regarding procedures of electronic procurement which was known as "the Regulation
of the Office of Prime Minister on Electronic Procurement B.E. 2549" (2006)
regarding Electronic Auction exclusively, gives too much extension on fair
competition by proceeding submitted of a bid by a sealed bid auction via single
internet window. Particularly on renovation in the government procurement system
focusing on applying IT information technology plays an important role for more
transparency and effectiveness.

8

2.2 Principle of Government Procurement
2.2.1 International Principle of Government Procurement

At the beginning of the international agreement on GP A, started by
OECD or Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development during 1960, by
submitting a draft instrument on government purchasing policies, procedures and
practices in 1973 and then in GA TT or General Agreement on Tariff and Trade in
the Kennedy Round showed the issue on government procurement standard in
protecting domestic industry on non-tariff barrier problems but the final result
became a formal agreement under GATT in the next Tokyo Round. However,
government procurement code in 1979 is the side of agreement under GA TT in the
Tokyo Round; government procurement code in 1979 increasing GA TT principle
particularly on adding national treatment and non-discrimination principle.
Therefore, in earlier time there were exception principle that will not bind with
government procurement system at all. 4
Furthermore, there are not only adding national treatment and nondiscrimination principle but there are also adding transparency principle which is an
important one to fulfill with GP A too. After that there was an amendment on some
sections and expand the flexibility on some enforcement rules regarding GP A in
1987. 5 Consequently, GPA under GATT in the Tokyo round did not quite succeed.
It is caused from the developed country participating to apply only this
principle and admission as the member states. 6
4

GATT began in 1947, government procurement system is exception from

national treatment in section 8 defined that "The Provision of this Article shall not
apply to laws, regulations or requirements governing the procurement by
governmental agencies of products purchased for governmental purposes and not
with a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the production of goods for
commercial resale."
5

GPA amendment version in 1987 took affect the next year 1988.

6

The member states under GATT in 1979 are ~ustria, Canada, the Europe

Union, Finland, Hong Kong, Israel, Japan, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland
and United States.

9
For example, the Tokyo Round does not wholly cover service contracts
per se7 or the official regulation indicated by national policy although the cost to the
third party is lower than domestic price, they trust that some of that amount will be
paid back much more on government income. Finally, it will push liability to pay tax
to the nation population.
Then on this consideration, it is the pressure power and leading to raise
on the GPA under GA TT again in Uruguay Round so, finally, there are some more
states obligated to sign in the GPA member community. 8
Then the basic principles under GP A as the standard can be separated
into two major groups which are;
1. Substantive
2. Procedural
According to the substantive principle defined to all member countries
shall be used "National Treatment" and "Non-Discrimination" in government
procurement. But the Procedural Principle aims to guarantee procurement to become
effective and transparent and to promote the opening of domestic markets for
importers of the other countries who are interested in investing. The procedural is a
kind of fairness decision process after selected with qualification of suppliers and the
last step is to settle the dispute of whether or not the breaking GP A occurred.

1. National Treatment and Non-Discrimination Principle

National Treatment and Non-discrimination under GP A laid down
on principle defined to member countries shall provide the products, services to a

7

Panel Report, United States - Procurement of a Sonar Mapping System,

GPR.DS 1/R (not adopted), dated 23 April 1992.
8

The member states under GP A are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

Europe Communities, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, China,
Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Netherlands with respect of Aruba, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States.
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third party no less favorable than a national population. 9 And there is no special
condition to the products, services or third party 10 but it will not cover import duties
and charges or related trade measures because it has the International Agreement
specified already. 11

Anyhow, in accordance with the Unconditional Non-

Discrimination rule, it shall be provided particularly on Central Government
Procurement with the exception for the Local Government including any services or
construction also. So that they will be obligated with the Conditional NonDiscrimination Principle and in general practice, they will use the Reciprocity
Principle instead which means that member countries have the right to choose if
another party missed an agreement it will respect the exception of Unconditional
Non-Discrimination rule under WTO framework. Therefore, member countries must
undertake in the same way as a national treatment principle to the products, services
and the suppliers of another country subject to the foreign affiliation and ownership
which includes the country of the production of goods or services also, whether or
not such countries are members of GP A. 12
Then it means that Rule of Origin has an important role in
government procurement and agreement. Furthermore, GP A tries to support the
9

Art III: 1 (a) defined that "With respect to all laws, regulations, procedures

and practices regarding government procurement covered by this Agreement, each
Party shall be provided immediately and unconditionally to the products, services
and suppliers of other Parties offering products or services of the Parties, treatment
no less favorable than: (a) that accorded to domestic products, services and supplier."
10

Art III: 1 (b). defined that "With respect to all laws, regulations, procedures

and practices regarding government procurement covered by this Agreement, each
Party shall be provided immediately and unconditionally to the products, services
and suppliers of other Parties offering products or services of the Parties, treatment
no less favorable than: (b) that accordance to products, services and suppliers of any
other party."
11

Art III: 9.

12

Art III: 2. defined that "With respect to all laws, regulations, procedures

and practices regarding government procurement covered by this Agreement, each
Party shall ensure."
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Agreement on Rules of Origin and General Agreement on Trade in Services under
WTO framework. 13

~U25 e·-51
2. Transparency Principle
This Transparency Principle was issued to have an important
standard to manage office general's department on government procurement
including government state also. Transparency gives more concerning with
government procurement process and for GP A provides transparency principle by
covering all the regulation, the procedure and government procurement system
which specifies open information and give the population that information as well.
Moreover, the transparency process will get more cooperation from all party and that
means high competition which is the key factor in the government procurement
system.
Anyhow, Transparency Principle under GP A can be separated into
two groups as below;
1) Transparency in Publication
2) Transparency in Invitation of Tendering Regulation
Thus, all member countries have an obligation of parties to
report on publication to invite of tender, 14 Publish a notice 15 and publication of
. 16
government procurement regu1at10n.
13

Art IV defined that "A Party shall not apply rules of origin to products or

services imported or supplied for purposes of government procurement covered by
this Agreement from other Parties, which are different from the rules of origin
applied in the normal course of trade and at the time of the transaction in question to
imports or supplies of the same products or services from the same Parties."
14

Art XVII: 1(b) defined that "Each Party shall encourage entities to indicate

the terms and conditions, including any deviations from competitive tendering
procedures or access to challenge procedures, under which tenders will be
entertained from suppliers situated in countries not parties to this agreement but
which, with a view to creating transparency in their own contracts awards,
nevertheless: (b) publish the procurement notices referred to in Article IX, including,
in the version of the notice referred to in paragraph 8 of Article IX (summary of the

12
Furthermore, member countries shall be given the government
procurement annual basis statistics on its procurements covered by this agreement
promptly with the number and value of its procurement project.
However, the government procurement principle does not
prescribe only the non-discrimination, national treatment and transparent principles
but it still has another factor principle on the procurement market which obviously
has a potential for impact on potential government procurement.

1) Taxpayers and Funding Agencies
It is important to secure the best possible value for money in the

way goods and services are obtained to ensure that public money is not wasted. The
major projects are funded by loans or other forms of aid from the international
development banks. For example, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (the World Bank). In these cases the aid institutions themselves will be
concerned to ensure that the money is properly spent. 17

notice of intended procurement) which is published in an official language of the
WTO, an indication of the terms and language of the WTO, an indication of the
terms and conditions under which tenders shall be entertained from suppliers situated
in countries parties to this agreement."
15

Art XVIII: 1 defined that "Entities shall publish a notice in the appropriate

publication listed in Appendix II not later than 72 days after the award of each
contract under Article XIII through XV."
16

Art XIX: 1 defined that "Each party shall promptly publish any law,

regulation, judicial

decisio~,

administrative ruling of general application, and any

procedure (including standard contact clauses) regarding government procurement
covered by this agreement, in the appropriate publications listed in Appendix IV and
in such a manner as to enable other parties and suppliers to become acquainted with
them. Each party shall be prepared, upon request, to explain to any other party its
government procurement procedures."
17

Comparative Government Procurement Law, p. 39.
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2) The Beneficiaries of Goods and Services
The performance of contractors have a direct and important
impact on the government's ability to fulfill its responsibilities to its citizens and
effective management of the procurement process to ensure an appropriate choice of
provider is a key element in this process. 18

3) Government Contractors
Procurement is also important for the individual firms that deal
with the government. Some of these firms may indeed depend entirely on
government business especially in industries such as defense, telecommunications
and construction where the government may be the main as the net buyer. 19

4) Economic Development
The success of some procurement projects, particularly those
involving infrastructure and communications can have an impact by themselves on a
country's economic development. So procurement can also be used strategically to
promote specific economic goals such as the restructuring of industry or the
development of particular regions. Most governments have traditionally made their
purchases from the domestic industry either to support home industry in general or as
part of a strategy to promote the kind of strategic goals. 20

5) Social and Environmental Objectives
As well as being harnessed towards economic and security
objectives the government procurement power has also been used to promote social
and environmental goals. 21

18

Ibid.

19

Ibid.

20

Ibid., p. 40.

21

Ibid.
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6) Integrity of the Administration
The contract can be given to firms in areas that are important for
the government in a forthcoming election or can be used to reward political
supporters or buy off political opponents. So this kind of practice has been endemic
in some countries. They may be seriously prejudicial to be effective and value for
money procurement as well as undermining the integrity of government and are
important matters to concern to most procurement systems. 22

2.2.2 Thai Principle of Government Procurement
Government Procurement in Thailand released a long time ago which
aims to control management on parcel which contain government represent the net
buyer of nation buying the quality of goods or services upon their demand. However,
the proceeding on government procurement, the party of contract is required to
participate under the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister regarding on parcels
B.E.2535 (1992) including the Amended Regulation which are pay respect as the
mandatory regulation prescribed in the same government procurement standard and
particularly provided for government entity and relevant organization shall bring it to
operate in the part of procurement as the enforcement regulation.
By the way of reaching the goal, the government entity is required to
have further information and theory to harmonize with the core regulations for the
best safe-guard of the nation's economy so that the government chooses to pick up
"Good Governance" as complied with "transparency", "accountability", "effective"
and "value for money" stated in the one part of engine power driving on government
procurement since it was necessary for the Thai government to ask for loan from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). 23
Actually, "Good Governance" is defined in the dictionary meaning "the
act, process or power of governing government or the state of being governed" which
refers to use with government and civil service are required.

22
23

Ibid.
Sutusana Sithikulasompath, What is Good Governance, At http://www.

krusakon.com/article/good/pdf. (last visited 24 June 2009).
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2.2.3 Thai Electronic Auction Principle of Electronic Government
Procurement

At this moment the direction to enhance the government procurement
system and private system is deemed to widespread adapted IT information
technology as the key factor on the procurement process undertaken by the
government in the aims of electronic government such as audit department,
personnel department and government procurement as well. Thus, IT, information
technology, is the alternative choice that goes for helping to save more of the
treasury budget which is provided to proceed each procurement upon reducing steps
of work, reducing the quantity of the number of documents including unnecessary
government officer retirement employment that worked in double steps.
Therefore based on the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on
Procurement (No. 6) B.E. 2545 (2002) which amended clause 18 of the Regulation
of the Office of Prime Minister on Procurement B.E. 2535 (1992) and it is Amended
Regulation provides the procedures of electronic procurement according to the
Regulations prescribed by the Ministry of Finance. Thereafter, the cabinet resolution
following the date of 5 October B.E. 2547 (2004), 6 December B.E. 2548 (2005) and
27 December B.E. 2548 (2005) finds it is appropriate for government entity, state
enterprises and other state organizations proceeding widely with "Electronic
Auction", particularly in the scope on sourcing government procurement with quality
of goods or services per time must have the value of activities, projects or
constructions for works of more than two million baht24 by opening for qualification
supplier proceeding submission of a bid price regarding sealed bid auction pass
through computer system is indicated by the Regulation which aims to aspire to
manage Electronic Auction to reach on successful result upon transparency with fair
competition for saving of the government budget and creating cost-effectiveness,
efficiency and responsibility to the success of the work which benefit to the
government. Further, the underlying of the Ministry of Finance's enforcement
regulation discipline itself regarding to enhance government procurement system is
needed to meet the progress reflection to increase an organization's ability to
24
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continue to proceed on steps of work well and meet the purpose directly based on
efficiency, accountability, transparency and value for money which is the most
important ingredient things supporting on electronic government principle.
Thailand started developing electronic government procurement since
renovation on the website which is one part of government procurement; it is known
as "http//:www.gprocurement.or.th." Usually this website is the web portal of
government procurement which provides web-based applications for bidders who
can access through the system all government procurement parcels for information
and some concerning information material to participate in government employment.
The example of information on this government procurement website is to invite
tendering suppliers to participate in the bidding, searching the core regulation and
improving any systems or etc.
In addition, on the Ex-Prime Minister Pol. Lt. Col. Thaksin Shinawatra,
he needed to support to all government general's department that shall be proceeded
transaction on government procurement by electronic and complied with the Official
Regulation B.E.2545 (2002), defined that all government general's departments shall
proceed procurement on parcels by using the specific Electronic Auction term
provided for sourcing on quality of goods or services. So he believes that this term
can help the Thai government to source on parcels rapidly in the short-term with
quality of goods or services and that leads to helping the government entity save
more on the government budget than the old style.

2.3 General Kinds of Procedure in Government Procurement
As firstly introduced the Regulation which was known as "the Regulation of
the Office of Prime Minister on Procurement B.E. 2535" (1992) under control of the
Ministry of Finance, it provided upon the scope of use to government entity as the
net buyer of nation can carry out the procurement by utilizing government budget,
loan and grant aid 25 spending on find quality of goods or services in the most cost

25
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effective with proceeding pass through the original method as suppliers shall provide
numbers of documents in the object to be able to participate in government contract.
By the way upon the original method indicated in practicing on government
procurement based on the Regulation B.E. 2535 (1992) can be separated the
procedure on purchasing and contracting for works into 5 methods 26 as follows,
2.3. l Price agreeing (negotiating) method,
2.3.2 Price inquiry (selective tendering) method,
2.3.3 Competitive bidding (open tendering) method,
2.3.4 Special (limited tendering) method,
2.3.5 Special case method.

2.3.1 Price Agreeing (Negotiating) Method
The method of purchasing or contracting for works by price agreeing
method shall apply in the case of a single contract of not more than 100,000
baht27 and the procurement officer shall contract and agree on the price with the
supplier directly and the chief procurement officer can carry out the purchasing or
contracting for works within the budget approved by the head of government entity.

28

2.3.2 Price Inquiry (Selective Tendering) Method
The method of purchasing or contracting for works by the price inquiry
method shall apply in the case of a single contract of more than 100,000 baht but not
more than 2,000,000 baht. 29 In the terms of this method for works it shall proceed as
follows;

26
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1. Not less than 10 days for local price inquiry or not less than 45 days
for international price inquiry before the date of opening the sealed price quotations,
the procurement officer shall send a notice of price inquiry directly or by registered
mail to professional supplier or contractor, as many as possible and shall put up the
notice at a conspicuous place in the office of such government entity

2. The price quotations have to be sealed and addressed to chairman of
the price inquiry envelop-opening committee and directly submitted to the head of
government entity concerned or by registered mail if it is permitted by that agency

3. The office shall accept every sealed price quotation without opening
and shall record the receiving dates and times. The receipts will be issued to the
bidders who submit the price by hand. If the price quotations are submitted by mail,
the receiving date and time issued by the post office will be recorded. All price
quotations shall be submitted to the chief procurement officer
Chief procurement officer shall keep all sealed price quotations without
opening and when the time to open the sealed price quotations arrives, he shall hand
over all of them together with the report on their receipt to the price inquiry envelopopening committee for further action30 .

2.3.3 Competitive Bidding (Open Tendering) Method

The method of purchasing or contracting for works by competitive
bidding method shall apply in the case of a single contract of more than 2,000,000
baht. 31 Further, the bid document has to state the main particulars as follows;
1. Materials to be purchased or works to be contracted,
2. Qualification of the bidders,
3. Date and time for the acceptance of bids and the closing date thereof
and for the opening of the bids,
30
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4. Place and the period at which bid documents will be given out or
sold,
5. Source of funds and eligible source countries in case of international
competitive bidding. 32
In addition of announcement of competitive bidding notice, the
procurement officer shall manage and prepare the document for publishing and put
up a bid notice within the specific time. Procurement officer shall act as follows;
1. Put up a notice to invite bidding at a conspicuous place in the office
of such government entity. The notice shall be put up in the notice cabinet to be a
locked all the time. The officer who puts it up and the one who removes must
provide evidence of putting it up and removing it in writing, certified by witness. The
one who puts it up must not be the same person as the one who removes nor the one
who is a witness of each case.
2. Give announcement thereof on radio or in newspaper,
3. Send a notice to the Department of Public Relations and Mass
Communication Organization of Thailand,
4. Send a notice together with a bid document to Bidding Information
Center,
Send a notice together with a bid document to Office of the Auditor
General or Regional Audit Office depending on the case. 33

2.3.4 Special (Limited Tendering) Method

The method of purchasing and contracting by special method is that of
more than 100,000 baht each. 34 In case of purchasing by special method, the head of
the government entity shall appoint the committee in charge of purchasing to act as
follows;
32
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1. Purchasing by Special method

1) In case of materials which are sold by auction, the purchasing by

price agreeing method shall be carried out.
2) In case of materials which have to be purchased urgently and its
delay may cause detriment to the government entity, the professional sellers shall be
invited directly to propose their prices. If the purposed price is still higher than the
market price or the price estimated by the committee, the bargain for lowest possible
price shall be made.
3) In case of materials for secret service, it shall be carried out as
specified in (2).
4) In case of materials which have already been purchased but it is
necessary to use more in case of urgency or for the benefit of the government,
negotiation shall be made with the former seller according to the contract or
agreement of which the delivery is not due yet in order to have materials purchased
according to details and at the lower price or the same price under the same or better
conditions. Price per unit of the previous contract (if any) shall be taken into
consideration in order to maximize utility for the government.
5) In case of materials necessitated to be purchased directly from
abroad, the committee will propose to the head of the government entity to purchase
directly from abroad or request some assistance from embassies or other government
entities to check price quality as well as details thereof. For the purchasing through
an international institute, the contract should be made directly with the offices of
international organizations in Thailand, except in a case where there is no office in
Thailand, it is permitted to contact with the office abroad.
6) In case of materials which fail to mention the specific brand
name due to some limit in usage or technique, the professional sellers shall be invited
directly to propose their prices. If the proposed price is still higher than the market
price or the price estimated by the committee, the bargain for the lowest possible
price shall be made.
7) In case of materials which are lands or buildings necessary to
locate at a specific area, the owners shall be invited directly to propose their prices.
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If the proposed price is still higher than the market price or the

price estimated by the committee, bargain for the lowest possible price shall be made.
For purchasing lands or buildings located abroad, if necessary, it
is able to contact through brokers or to proceed under the law or the tradition of that
locality.
8) In case of materials which are not successful after being
purchased by other methods, the committee shall check prices directly from the
professional sellers and the price quoted by price inquiry or by competitive bidding
which has already been cancelled (if any). If the selected bidder offers a price higher
than the market price or the price estimated by the committee, the bargain for the
lowest possible price shall be made.
The committee shall submit the result of its evaluation and
recommendation together with all documents received to the head of the government
entity through the chief procurement officer for further action35 .

2. Contracting for works by Special Methods

The head of the government entity shall appoint the committee in
charge of contracting for works to act as follows;
1) Contracting for works by special method according to Clause 24
( 1) - (4) which prescribes that "The contracting for works by special method is that
of more than 100,000 baht each, and shall apply only under any of the following
circumstances;
( 1) Work requmng a genume handicraftsman or a person of

special skill,
(2) Work which has to take all parts out to check before
estimating the repairing cost i.e. the repairing work for machines, mechanical
equipment, motor engine, electric or electronic equipment, etc.
(3) Work that has to be performed urgently and its delay may
cause a detriment to the government entity,
(4) Work which has to be kept an official secret",
35
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Thus, the professional contractors shall be invited directly to
propose their prices. If the proposed prices are still higher than the market prices or
the estimated price or the prices set by the committee, the bargain for the lowest
possible price shall be made.
2) Contracting for works by special method according to the
Clause 24 (5) which prescribed that "Work which is needed to be contracted more in
a necessary or urgent situation or for the benefit for the government and is necessary
to repeat order", Thus, negotiations shall be made with the former contractor
according to the contract or agreement of which the delivery is not due yet in order to
have the works that have been contracted according to details and the lower price or
the same price. Price per unit of the previous contract (if any) shall be taken into
consideration in order to maximize utility for the government.
3) Contracting for works by special method according to Clause 24
(6) which prescribes that "Work for which the contracting by other methods have
been conducted but without successful results." Thus, in the case of where the works
are not successful after the contracting by the other methods, the committee shall
check prices directly from the professional contractors and prices quoted by price
inquiry or by competitive bidding which has already been cancelled (if any). If the
selected bidder offers prices higher than the market prices or the prices estimated by
the committee, the bargain for the lowest possible price shall be made.
As a result, the committee shall submit the result of its evaluation
and recommendation together with all documents received to the head of the
government entity through the chief procurement officer for further action. 36

2.3.5 Special Case Method
The purchasing or contracting for works by the special case method is
the purchasing or contracting for works from a government entity, government body
established under the law of a local administration, other units set up by law with the
status of a local administration or state enterprise. It shall be carried out under the
following circumstances;
36
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1. The materials or works which are manufactured or carried out by
the government entity itself and the Prime Minister approves it,
2. Law or cabinet's resolution specified to carry out by this method.
Other government units also stipulated by law or cabinet's resolution shall carry out
by this method37 .
Further for the purchasing or contracting by the special case method,
the head of the government entity is able to place an order for purchasing or
contracting for works directly to the sellers or contractors as stipulated in Clause 26.
For the purchasing or contracting for works of not more than 100,000 baht, the chief
procurement officer is able to carry out within the money limit approved by the head
of government entity, further action. 38
As a result upon proceeding with each method as stated above, the
authority for purchasing or contracting for works by the price agreeing method, price
inquiry method and competitive bidding method. The authority to approve the
purchasing or contracting for works shall be that of the persons holding the following
positions and within the following money limited;
1. Head of a government entity, not more than 50,000,000 baht.
2. Permanent Secretary, more than 50,000,000 but not more than
100,000,000 baht.
3. Minister of State, more than 100,000,000 baht. 39
Further for the authority for purchasing or contracting for works by
special method. The authority of persons for each purchasing or contracting for
works by special case method. The head of government entity can place an order for
the purchasing or contracting for works without the money limit40 .
37
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Before the government entity will proceed with the purchasing or
contracting for works following procedures procurement each time it is necessary for
the procurement officer to submit to the head of the government entity concerned, a
report containing with the following particulars;
1. Reason and necessity for the purchase or contract for works,
2. Details of the materials to be purchased or the work to be contracted,
3. Standard price or the official estimated price or the last price for the
previous purchasing or contracting for works within two fiscal years,
4. Money limit, appropriation, loan or grant aid for the materials to be
purchased or work to be contracted. If there is no money limit, the estimated amount
shall be specified,
5. Time limited in submit for the materials to be used or for the work
to be completed,
6. Method for the purchasing or contracting for works and the reason
thereof,
7. Other pertinent proposals i.e. the request for the appointment of a
necessary committee for the purchase or contract for works, the issuance of price
inquiry or competitive bidding announcement 41 •
For a further complete procedure upon the original method as complies
with the Regulation B.E. 2535 (1992), the government entity deemed correct can
proceed with the pre-qualification issue. The government entity concerned shall
submit to the head of the government entity the request as well as the document on
pre-qualification through the chief procurement officer42 . In this regard, with the
approval from the head of the government entity concerned for the request for
purchasing or contracting for works already submitted, the procurement officer shall
prepare a notice invitation tendering to pre-qualification. Thus, the notice contains at
least the following descriptions;
1. Specific details of materials to be purchased or works to be contracted,
41
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2. Experience of works in the same nature,
3. Capability concerning staffs, equipment and factory,
4. Financial status,
5. General criteria,
6. Place where pre-qualification documents will be given out or sold.
For the first notice, place, date, time for acceptance of applications and
the closing date thereof including the advertisement, summary in details of materials
to be required and enough time for the interested bidder to prepare the application
shall be put up. This should not be less than 30 days before the closing date for
receipt of applications and shall give announcement thereof on radio and m
newspapers. If considered proper, copies of the notice can be sent directly to
professional sellers or contractors or may also be advertised by other means. 43
Consequently, the above government procurement procedure, since the
beginning until the end, refers to the original method as stated in the Regulation of
the Office of Prime Minister on Procurement B.E.2535 (1992) which it determined
the authority shall request for approval from the head of such government entity. The
authority will report to the head to approve continuing the government procurement
procedure. When such government entity appoint supplier's qualification the
authority shall ask for approval from the head of the government agency again.
Usually, the head of the government entity will consider the quoted price. After
being reapproved, the authority will continue making the contract for works with the
qualification supplier and then the supplier will submit goods or services to
committees to verify and then the supplier will get money upon the purchasing or
contracting for works agreement.

43
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2.4 Electronic Auction

Procedure

m Electronic

Government

Procurement
When the aims of the government to enhance the original method become to
electronic government by using electronic system according to the Regulations
prescribed by the Ministry of Finance, the cabinet resolution 5 October 2004, 6
December 2005 and 27 December 2005 found it appropriate for the government
entity, state enterprises and other state organizations to use electronic procurement
procedures and to amend and adjust rules, the Regulations and guidelines by way of
electronic procurement, so that they can be used widely and transparent with fair
competition, to save on the government budget and create cost-effectiveness,
efficiency and responsibility for the success of the work which benefits the
government regarding bidders proceeding to submit a bid competitive to the
government entity for which the value of activities, projects or constructions is more
than 2,000,000 baht to pass through an electronic system within a prescribed period
of time and at a prescribed place without disclosing their bid amount by "Seal Bid
Auction" under the authority or the Ministry of Finance is prescribed.
In addition, both the "Closed System" such as intranet and "Open System"
such as internet proceeding passing through web-based application for successful
competitive bid or it can refer to as the prescribed time and place. Government
officers can source on parcels in cost effective with quality goods or services so they
can be used widely and transparently with fair competition for savings to the
government budget as a result of success for work that are the key factors. 44
The aspire to manage Electronic Auction to reach a successful result, it
deemed to proceed the purchasing or contracting for works that comply with the
prescribed guidelines as follows;
1. Efficiently; to find sources on parcel with directly demand,
2. Accountability and good governance: requirement for qualification of
government officers,

44
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3. Transparency; especially open to public area,
4. Value for money; to reduce budget expenses which are more expensive
than private sector cost. 45

In case of proceeding Electronic Auction by complying with the Regulation
of the Office of Prime Minister on Electronic Procurement B.E. 2549 (2006), any
persons shall be proceeded in government procurement for purchasing or contracting
for works upon following terms as follow;

2.4.1 Preparation

1. The chief of the procurement office shall appoint a committee to
draft the terms of reference of the work (TOR) and bidding documents before
commencing the procurement under this Regulation. After the TOR has been
approved, the procurement authority shall publish the essential features of the TOR
that are able to be disclosed on the website of the procurement authority and forward
them to the Comptroller General's Department for continuous publication on the
Comptroller General's Department's website (www.gprocurement.go.th) for a period
of not less than 3 consecutive days for the public to make recommendations,
comments, opinions in writing or through the website with the sender's name to the
procurement authority. When the committee under this clause thinks it appropriate to
revised the TOR as recommended and has completed the revision, the committee
shall propose the TOR to the chief of the procurement authority for an approval and
publish it on the websites of the procurement authority and the Comptroller
General's Department again for a period of not less than 3 consecutive days.
Nevertheless, the committee may additionally publish the revised TOR through the
public media as the committee may find it appropriate,

2. During the process under clause 1, the chief of the procurement
authority shall inform the Director-General of the Comptroller General's Department

45
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to appoint a bidding committee for the project (specify the name as appropriate) and
may also propose a list of names of some or all of the committees of the bidding
committee to the Director-General of the Comptroller General's Department for
consideration and request the Director-General of the Comptroller General's
Department to select the Electronic Marketplace which service provides from the
record to act as the Electronic Auction provider and to determine a date, time and
place of the Electronic Bidding for the Bidding Committee to further proceed,

3. The Director-General of the Comptroller General's Department of
Ministry of Finance shall appoint a bidding committee consisting of a chairman
appointed from one of the officials in the procurement office authority and other
committees comprising of not less than 3 persons but not more than 5 persons which
at least one of them is appointed from non-government officials, holding a position
or having a monthly salary and the appointment can be made as proposed by the
procurement authority in whole or in a part. The chief of the procurement or the
official in charge in a different title in the procurement authority shall act as a
committee and secretary of the said committee and a procurement official of the said
authority and shall act as the assistant secretary.
The Bidding Committee shall publish the essential features of the
invitation tendering documents, the bidding documents and other preliminary
documents which can be disclosed on the websites of the procurement authority and
the Comptroller General's Department for not less than 3 consecutive days by
providing information on preparation of the technical proposal envelope, security of
the envelope, date, time and place to submit the technical proposal envelope, the
relevant conditions on time and place. The documents may be distributed or sold. 46

2.4.2 Submission of the Technical Proposal

1. Any person who wishes to submit a bid may submit the technical
proposal envelope to the bidding committee through the procurement authority
46
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within the period of time prescribed by the Bidding Committee which shall not be
less than 3 days from the last day of distributing or selling the documents but not
exceeding 30 days from the day provided as the first day to submit the technical
proposal envelope by the Bidding Committee.

2. After the prescribed period of time expires, the Bidding Committee
shall proceed with the preliminary selection to select the bidders by considering as
below;
1) Whether or not the bidders have all the required qualifications
and whether or not they have submitted all the required documents.
2) Whether or not the technical proposal (prequalification) is
appropriate.
3) Whether or not the bidders are jointly interested persons under
the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on Procurement.
Thereafter, the Bidding Committee shall inform each of the
bidders about the result of each particular consideration without revealing their
names to the public.

3. Any person who wishes to submit a bid but fails to meet the
qualifications for the preliminary selection can object to the result of the selection by
filing an appeal to the chief of the procurement authority within 3 days from the day
of receiving the result and the chief of the procurement authority shall complete
considering the appeal within 7 days and during the consideration of the appeal, no
further procedures shall proceed. The chief of procurement authority shall notify the
result of the appeal to each of the opposers. If the chief of procurement authority fails
to notify the result of the appeal to the opposers within the prescribed period of time,
the appeal shall be deemed acceptable. The decision of the chief of the procurement
authority shall be deemed final at the administration stage.

4. In case of where there is only one bidder, the procurement authority
shall cancel all the procedures and proceed with a new procedure or request for an
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approval from the Electronic Government Procurement Committee (E-GPC) for the
procurement under different procedures. 47

2.4.3 The Bidding
When the procurement authority has completed the preliminary
selection and has been notified about the date, time and place of the bidding by the
Director-General of the Comptroller General's Department, the procurement
authority shall notify the date , time and place of the bidding to each of the eligible
bidders to proceed within the Electronic Bidding procedures as follows;

1. Each of those eligible may appoint its representatives not
exceeding 3 persons to enter into the bidding procedures before the beginning of the
bidding by notifying the names of it is representatives in accordance with the form
provided by the E-GPC on the bidding day and be presented at the place provided by
the Bidding Committee where the eligible bidders will be separated from each other
and there shall be a government official appointed by the Bidding Committee
presented at the place. There shall be no communication in any manner between the
eligible bidders and other persons. When the bidding begins, the eligible bidders
shall not change or appoint more of their representatives but the eligible bidders may
withdraw some of their representatives for any reasons.

2. The Director-General of the Comptroller General's Department
shall prescribe the date, time and place of the Electronic Bidding. The place of the
bidding may be different from the location of the procurement authority unless the
E-GPC has passed a resolution otherwise. The bidding must be an official working
day and the commencement of the Electronic Bidding procedures shall be in the
official working hours but it may end after the official working hours. The bidding
procedures shall be proceeded within a period of not less than 30 minutes but not
exceeding 60 minutes. The chairman of the bidding committee shall set a specific

47
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period of time for the bidding procedures before commencmg the bidding
procedures.

3. When the bidding procedures begin, the representatives of the
eligible bidders shall begin submitting an Electronic Bidding under the supervision
of the Bidding Committee at the place provided by the Bidding Committee. The
bidding may be submitted more than one time until the chairman of the Bidding
Committee announces a warning of the last 3 to 5 minutes. During the said period of
time, the system shall not reveal the status of the bid values and when the time
prescribed by the Bidding Committee expires the chairman of the Bidding
Committee shall announce the end of the bidding. However, when the prescribed
time expires if several bidders submitted equally low bids and a decision cannot be
made, the Bidding Committee shall extend the period of time for 3 more minutes
until there is only one bidder who has submitted the lowest bid and the Bidding
Committee shall then announce the end of the bidding procedures.

4. The Bidding Committee shall immediately hold a meeting when
the bidding procedures are completed to pass a resolution to accept the bid of the
eligible bidder. The said resolution shall indicate the reasons of the resolution and the
Bidding Committee shall report the resolution to the chief of the procurement
authority on the next official working day. If the chief of the procurement authority
agrees with the resolution, the committee shall notify all the eligible bidders the
decision. If the chief of the procurement authority disagrees with the resolution, the
chief shall notify the reasons for disagreement to the committee for an explanation
within 3 days. When the chief of the procurement authority receives the explanation,
if the chief agrees with the resolution of the committee, the committee shall notify of
all the eligible bidders the decision. However, if in a period of 3 days the chief still
disagrees with that resolution of the committee, the chief shall cancel the bidding and
notify all the eligible bidders and report to the E-GPC. The notification of the
decision of the chief of the procurement authority to all the eligible bidders shall be
made within 3 days from the day when the chief gives a decision and the notification
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shall be published on the websites of the procurement authority and the Comptroller
General's Department for at least 3 consecutive days.

5. In the case of where the eligible bidders who have entered into the
bidding procedures, disagree with the decision of the chief or have any reasons to
complain for justice, the eligible bidders may file an appeal or a complaint with the
E-GPC within 3 days from the day of receiving the notification. The E-GPC shall
consider the appeal or the complaint within 30 days and during this period of time
the E-GPC shall notify the procurement authority to suspend further procedures. The
resolution of the E-GPC shall be final in the administration stage. In the case of
where the E-GPC finds the appeal or the complaint acceptable, the E-GPC shall
order the procurement authority to proceed with new bidding procedures
commencing from any stage as ordered. In the case of where the E-GPC finds the
appeal or the complaint unacceptable or acceptable but shall not be a cause to change
the decision, the E-GPC shall notify the procurement authority to further proceed
under this regulation or may proceed with other regulation of the procurement
authority. 48

1. Example on Invitation Tendering in Electronic Auction

49

An Announcement of the Thailand Tobacco Monopoly, the Ministry of
Finance Electronic Auction Invitation No.For Jor Por e.03/17/52

Thailand Tobacco Monopoly invites Electronic auction bids for the
procurement of genuine Tobacco Strips of Crop year 2009 from USA. Quantity
1,248,000 kgs. (6,240 cases). Specification as attached.
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2. Necessary bidder qualifications
1) The bidders shall be sellers of Tobacco Strips as specified in this
bidding invitation. They shall not be on the blacklist of contractors who abandoned
their contracts and are publicly announced as forbidden from doing business with
any government agency. Also, they shall not be the ones affected by such blacklists
and announcements listing juristic persons and people or anyone who abandons a
government contract.
2) The bidders shall not be entitled to any right or diplomatic protection,
which enables them to refuse to be tried in Thai courts, except where the government
of the bidders has granted them permission to waive that right or protection and this
has been done.
3) The bidders shall not cooperate in sharing benefits with other bidders
or the Electronic Marketplace service provider on the Electronic Auction announcement
date. Also, they shall not do anything that will deter fair price competition.
4) The bidders shall register to get this Electronic Auction invitation to
bid at the Overseas Procurement and Shipping Sub-Division. Supply Department, the
Thailand Tobacco Monopoly, Ministry of Finance.
5) The bidders shall have other qualifications as specified in the attached
documents of this bidding invitation.

3. Electronic Auction Schedule
1) All of the prospective bidders shall attend the brief about the bidding
procedure at the Conference Room 101 1st floor of the head-quarters building of the
Thailand Tobacco Monopoly on 2nd September 2009 at 10.00 hours before deciding to
participate in Electronic Bidding. For those who fail to attend this meeting, Thailand
Tobacco Monopoly will not give another brief or allow appeals to this policy.
2) All of the prospective bidders must have submitted documents and
supply one sample (two pieces per grade) of the proposed 35x45x6 cm. Tobacco
Strips free of charges to the Electronic Auction committee on I st October 2009 at
08.30- 10.30 hours at the conference room 101 on the lst floor of the head-quarters
building of the Thailand Tobacco Monopoly. Additional documents shall not be
accepted after this date and time.
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3) The Electronic Auction Committee will makes an announcement of the
eligible bidders on 13th October 2009.
4) Only the bidders who were approved by the Electronic Auction
Committee are entitled to participate in the Electronic Auction. The committee will
observe the bidding at the Electronic Market Place Provider on 28th October 2009.
For More information please contact Overseas Procurement and Shipping
Sub-division. Supply Department, Thailand Tobacco Monopoly, 184 Rama IV Road,
Klong Toey, Bangkok 10110 Thailand, electronic mail Supply@thaitobacco.or.th.
Fax. 662 229 1818.

2.5 Thai Government Procurement Laws
2.5.1 Original Government Procurement Law
As mentioned earlier that the structure of Thai law regarding
government procurement begins with the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister
on Procurement B.E.2535 (1992) and the Amended Regulation which likely refers to
supporting on procurement quality of goods or services follow on good governance
principle for each steps. This Regulation B.E. 2535 (1992) issued on proceeded for
purchasing or contracting for works passed through number of documents.
However, at that time the relevant government entities or organizations
still satisfy to apply on this Regulation for references as the standardization
procurement on proceeding for works to respond upon their own demand.
Definition
Government Procurement system had definitions upon the Regulation
of the Office of Prime Minister on parcel B.E.2535 (1992) and the Amended
Regulation including the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on Electronic
Procurement B.E.2549 (2006) are as follows;
Purchasing means the purchase of all kinds of materials including the
installation, experiment and other related services, excluding the contracting for works.
Procurement means work carried out by the government agency itself,
purchasing of materials, contracting for works, engagement of consultants, contracting for
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design and work supervision, the exchange of materials, lease, inventory control,
written materials off and other operations which are stipulated in these regulations.
The Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on Procurement
B.E.2535 (1992) and the Amended Regulation shall be enforced with the official
general's department such as Ministry, bureau, government general's department,
government office or other government sector, in both central government and local
government or international department also, but it's not included with the
enterprise 50 regarding budget regulation and another general's department that is
under the Local Government Regulation or the same statue.
Consequently, government procurement procedure has a lot of
complicated methods that are different from the private sectors procurement process.
It's caused from the government general's department need to get a certain sum of
money annually each fiscal year rather than the private side, especially government
entity will more recognize on effective and transparency principle that led to gain
more money in the end of the term which belongs to the nation population.

2.5.2 Electronic Auction in Electronic Government Procurement Law

Electronic Government Procurement is the procurement procedure
which is added as method 6 upon the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on
Electronic Procurement B.E. 2549 (2006) is prescribed about issuing the government
and concerning on state enterprises, public organizations and other state
organizations which are affiliates under control or supervision of the administrative
body. Under the laws related to the state administration or the laws related to the
establishment of the said organizations represents as the net buyer of national to get
the right on purchasing or contracting for works successfully. Therefore, the ordinary
using IT information technology supporting on some specified services especially on
allows bidders to submit their bids through an electronic system within a prescribed
period of time and at a prescribed place for which the value of activities is more than
2,000,000 baht shall be made pursuant to this Regulation pass through real-time
online system under the authorities by the Ministry of Finance is prescribed. In
addition, both the "Closed System" such as intranet and the "Open System" such as
50

Patchara Anuntasilpa, Journal of Financial and Treasury, p.23.
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internet proceeding pass through a web-based application for successful bids
competitive or it can refer to the prescribed time and place, govenunent officers can
source on parcels in cost effective with quality goods or services so they can be used
widely and transparently with fair competition for saving of the govenunent budget
as a result of success for work that are the key factors. 51
To enhance Electronic Auction system in Thailand has been adopted in
2006 regarding an open chance for a bidder to participate in submitting a competitive
bid price along with a group of suppliers who submit an individual quote price by
sealed bid auction.
Furthermore, exemption from two major mandatory Regulations as
above is needed to pay the respect on specified rule by law so particular at this recent
time due to Thailand faced on more severe fraud problem among govenunent
officers lose the faith in employment has conspiracy collusion with supplier as ever
become increasingly common. Therefore, according to the various circumstances,
this is wholly or partly illegal; Thai govenunent by the cabinet resolution initial to
realize on concerning some more relevant Act which is known as "the Act on
Offences Relating to the Submission of Bids to State Agencies B.E. 2542"(1999) 52
(the Act B.E. 2542). The reason of the Regulation is to prescribe the remark for
extensive control the procurement of such products and services as well as granting
of rights must be conducted in a fair and just manner and by means of free
competition for the greatest benefit to the state for the best benefit of nation.
Moreover, the Act B.E. 2542 (1999) intended to deter some cases of political
position holders or state officials who were involved in or promoted the commission
of an offence or failed to exercise their powers and duties which worsened this
problem.
Thereafter, the main information of the law is to provide comprehensive
provisions as follows;

51
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Section 3 defined the meaning of "Bid'', "State agency" and "Political
Position."
Section 4 provided that "any person who bids in collusion with the
other by avoiding fair competition or by creating barriers to the offer of the other
goods or services to a state agency or by acquiring an advantage over a state agency
in a manner which is not congruous with normal business practice."
Section 5 provided that "any person who gives, offers to give or
undertakes to give money or properties or other benefits to another person for the
purpose of such bid with the object of inducing others to participate in any activity
which confers a benefit to any person in the form of a right to enter into a contract
with a state agency or to induce such person to submit a higher or lower bid that is
apparently inconsistent with the properties of the goods, services or receivable right
or to induce such person to participate in a bid or withdrawal of a bid ... "
Section 7 provided that "any person who by deceit or other means
constitutes a cause for another person's inability to bid fairly or for such person to
bid under a misunderstanding ... "
Accordingly, it can be said that when the crime regarding conspiracy or
collusion occurs wholly or partly on government procurement any person who
commits such crime shall be given the penalty stated in the Act B.E. 2542 (1999).
Although at this time Thailand has two more relevant the Acts as stated
earlier for strict enforcement of the subject but in case of procurement pass through
online website application instead which is deemed to ordinary element mostly taken
on computer engine so it is appropriate to be more concerned on the other Act which
can be introduced as "the Computer Crime Act B.E. 2550"(2007) (the Act B.E.
2550) which has been effective for only 2 years and it is monitored by the Minister of
Information and Communications Technology.
The rational for issuing "the Act B.E. 2550" as of today is that the
computer system is necessary for business operations and the human way of life. As
such, if any person who commits the Act that disables the working of a computer
system according to the pre-determined instruction or that causes a working error-a
deviation from that required by the pre-determined instruction or that resort to any
means to illegally know, correct or destroy a third party's data contained in a
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computer system or that uses a computer system to disseminate false data then the
Act will cause damage to the nation's economy. Accordingly, under the Act B.E.
2550 (2007) can present on related on some section that may possible for against the
crime offence is following;
Section 3 defined the meamng of "Computer System", "Computer
Data'', "Computer Traffic" and "Service Provider."
Section 10 defined "any person who illegally commits any act that
causes the working of a third party's computer system to be suspended, delayed,
hindered or disrupted to the extent that the computer system fails to operate normally."
In other words, when the offence is related to normal operations on a
computer system that causes damage to a third party's or the public, it's appropriate
to respect upon the Act B.E. 2550 (2007).

Chapter 3
Government Procurement System Under Foreign Laws
To understand the concept of a foreign government procurement law, it's
important to first watch in particular the developed countries because such countries
will have measures to protect government procurement safety. Chapter 3 is the
guideline instrument to make the reader. know more about the framework from
beginning until the end regarding the Australian government procurement and the
Japanese government procurement which is the best example to study on government
procurement.

3.1 Australian Government Procurement
3.1.1 Scope of the Procurement Management
Australia has administration with Federal-State System and it can be
separated into 3 levels as Commonwealth Government, State Governments and
Territory Governments and Councils or Shires. As you may know Australia's
administration is Bicameral. It's means that individual State Governments and
Territory Governments have independent power in itself, including jurisdiction. If
the domestic regulation under such State Governments or Territory Governments
conflicts with the regulation under Commonwealth Government they will apply the
Commonwealth Government Regulation as the core principle. 53 Australia's
procurement management seems to be spreading to all government officers are
relevant by defined to use "Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines": Core Policy
and Principle (CPGs) as be the same standard which is proceeding under the
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Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 or FMA Act then every sub
office department must follow these Acts for government procurement. 54

3.1.2 Government Procurement Policy

Australia's government defined the government procurement principle as
a guideline for the general office department under Commonwealth Government and
Commonwealth Authorities and relevant companies which focus on the "Value for
Money" and "Accountability" principle. So it must have free, fair competition for all
suppliers no matter who they are by treating them with non-discrimination.
In accordance with the fact, Australia still is not a member of the
Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) authorized by the World Trade
Organization (WTO) but in the meantime Australia's government is under pressure
to be a member of the GPA because now most of the developed countries such as the
United States, Canada, Japan and EU community i.e. are GP A member States
already. Recently Australia signed the Free Trade Agreement with New Zealand,
Singapore, Chili and the United States on the issue of "Government Procurement" by
treating all with non-discrimination.

3.1.3 Government Procurement System

Australia's government procurement does not provide an explanation
rule about how to select a supplier's qualification clearly, although in big
construction projects which have value up to 10 million Australia dollars.
But for making a contract with SMEs, generally, the proceed will run
on disclosure or secret; it depends on specific purchasing entity to decide and also
with market situation at that time. As the result, they shall be realized with
appropriate on case by case.

3.1.4 Invitation of Tendering on Government Procurement

The purchasing officer shall publicize the news and contract on
government procurement in government's website and need to promote on other
54
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communicate ways also such as newspaper or magazine. But it has an exemption in
case such government requires for specific characteristic or supplier's company
monopoly with government by a contract so that purchasing office does not need to
publicize.
On the other hand if the demand to buy services like cleaning services
occurs on the border of the country the purchasing office will publicize in local
newspapers to invite any suppliers who are interested in the bid competition.
Moreover, competition is strongly required for fair dealing and efficiency and there
is no need to report to the Commonwealth Government.
The Regulation regarding an invitation for tendering with such
government shall be an obligation under the Financial Management and
Accountability Act 1997.

3.1.5 Complaint and Appeal Process on Government Procurement
Australia's government still has no specific rule on any complaint. But
if it had a petition regarding competition on government procurement occurring from
such petitioner or selection of the awarded contract then in the fair way that
government officer shall be heard of.
Meanwhile, Australia's government gave authority to the Purchasing
Advisory and Complaints Service to control and give support by filling in the
petition form or giving suggestions about government procurement policy to any
suppliers who need help. The Purchasing Advisory and Complaints Service still have
more duties to consider, does the supplier face ombudsman or not?.
The supplier may make a complaint directly to the ombudsman
regarding the government officer's wrongful act. If ombudsman agrees that it has a
subject matter to hear then he can consider paying an offset to the other party of the
contract. However, the specific Commonwealth Governments Regulation regarding
Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines (CPGs) is the policy which is under the
Financial Management and Accountability Act (FMA); there are not secure on
government officer so far as they behave with negligence and then ombudsman may
report to parliament upon government officer's negligence.

1'llE ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY LmRARl
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In the Council, the supplier can submit the petition form directly to the
State/Territory procurement or State/Territory Ombudsman.

3.1.6 Electronic Government Procurement
Australia's Electronic Procurement system will be separated into two
parts upon the management structure by government department. As aforesaid,
Australia have a Commonwealth Government as the center administration and also
have a State Government/Territory Government system that is independent from
each other so both of them provide their own information regulations including with
on their own procurement as well. Consequently, as the result Australia's electronic
procurement is available in two parts as follows;

1. Commonwealth
The Australian Procurement and Construction Council Inc. (APCC)
is the government department responsible for procurement policy and construction
inside of many State Governments in Australia and cover New Zealand also. It
appears on website window http://www.apcc.gov.au providing two types of
information news which are free of charge so any person who is interested in such
news can download file by themselves and the second is services with a charge fee.
They have to pay online or directly contact APCC for more convenience.

2. New South Wales
New South Wales (NSW) is one state of wholly State Government
m Australia. However, the government of NSW is proceeding with electronic
procurement activities by itself, so it includes a brief summary background of
electronic procurement activities on why decisions were made and activities were
implemented or "Electronic Readiness", what electronic procurement activities are
currently being utilized or "Electronic Intensity", and key learning and challenges
resulting from these activities or "Electronic Impact".
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1) Electronic Readiness
The NSW government procurement policy aims to achieve the
best value for taxpayer's money by leveraging the government's full purchasing
power. So the government initiative recognized that government agencies would
make their business decisions on electronic procurement and adopt consistently and
co-coordinating, the government approach would promote industry confidence in
dealing with the government. However, under NSW government procurement policy,
it does not mandate that a specific electronic procurement system should be used by
government

agencies

rather

than

government

agencies

making

electronic

procurement decisions consistent with their business needs.
In accordance with accessing government procurement activities
by using online system, electronic procurement tools provided many websites to
represent the process of procurement. For example; the government portal
(www.nsw.gov.au) is a single point of entry for information about government
business opportunities. The electronic tendering website (www.tenders.nsw.gov.au)
provides secure access to tendering details for government business, Asset.gov
(www.asset.gov.com.au) provides a suite of services for project management,
collaboration and community consultation about capital works projects. And
Smartbuy (www.smartbuy.gov.nsw.au) is the electronic marketplace for the
procurement of goods and services.

2) Electronic Intensity
Electronic Intensity has become synonymous with electronic
procurement in government but it comprises four technical components that are the
Marketplace, the eHub, the Catalogue Content Factory and Procurement Reporting
Services. The four technical components can be explained as follows;
(1) The Marketplace: The internet-based marketplace has been
built using Intershop Communications Infinity Multisite software. This system was
developed and implemented by the Department of Commerce in partnership with
LogicaCMG. There are four functional areas within the Marketplace;
a. Catalogue of goods and services
b. Facilities to store and manage trading partner information
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c. Analysis and reporting services
d. Hosted electronic procurement solution.
(2) The eHub: based on a service provided by Mincom Ltd, the
eHub facilitates document exchange and allows agencies with different connectivity
requirements (ranging from fax through to XML) to exchange documents.
Integration between agency Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP) and the
Marketplace has proven difficult and more time consuming than expected. The eHub
reduces some of these integration issues.
(3) The Catalogue Content Factory: based on an in-house
developed application (QICS Central) the Catalogue Content Factory manages,
validates and transforms catalogue content. This element of the Smartbuy system is
over ten years old and is currently under review in anticipation of possible upgrades.
(4) Procurement Reporting Services: the service is operational
and supports strategic procurement planning by providing facilities four regular,
exceptions and ad hoc reporting of procurement activities. It also permits data
mining. Further development is underway to include additional services.

3) Electronic Impact
Electronic Impact focusing on key learning and challenges were
identified in this review of electronic procurement in the government of New South
Wales.
(1) Key Leaming - Proactive change management can promote
usage: to ensure continued use and uptake of electronic procurement, ongoing
training, technical and process change needs to be proactively managed,
communicated and fostered by Smartbuy staff.
(2) Challenge
a. Acquiring and maintaining suitable skilled personnel: A
maJor challenge is the lack of availability of suitably skilled personnel. This is
especially noticeable when recruiting buyers. Preparing buying agencies to adopt the
system is a critical stage in the adoption process and requires personnel with a good
understanding of both strategic and operational procurement processes and practices.
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b. Promoting use through competent technology: The
implementation of the Smartbuy system was relatively straight forward. However,
integration issues with buyers and suppliers systems were more complex than
anticipated. This issue slowed the uptake of the system to rectify this challenge; the
Smartbuy teams have worked on integration to facilitate different levels of document
interchange improving the eHub aspect of the system.
c. Communicating benefits to promote buyer engagement:
The benefits of adopting the Smartbuy system vary between government organizations.
Agencies without any pre-existing electronic procurement capability participate at
relatively low cost and the associated business case is compelling. The challenge to
communicate the benefits to all buying agencies is being addressed in the new
Smartbuy strategies.
d. Developing effective strategies that deliver supplier
value: Addressing the value propositions and promoting tangible solutions to the
supplier community is critical and should not be underestimated. Moving forward,
improving communication throughout all stages of the adoption and implementation
process is a key challenge.
e. Managing the competing priorities m government:
government agencies have many competing priorities and electronic procurement is
not always a high priority. For example, since the 2003 election, government departments
have undergone significant restructuring. As a result, agencies' attention has been
diverted towards understanding and negotiating roles under the new organizational
structures. There have also been broader issues of corporate services and procurement
reform. Managing these constant changes with finite resources is a major challenge.
f.

Developing and implementing electronic procurement

metrics: Benchmarking a system such as Smartbuy is not straightforward and
involves multiple points of evaluation over time. Measuring and evaluating
performance criteria is important so the participating agencies can justify
implementation costs and demonstrate the best practice. Designing and implementing
measures that adequately represent performance at different points of time will
continue to be a challenge.
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Consequently, The government of New South Wales has been successful with
its approach to Electronic Commerce by developing strategies and policies that
support the use of online tools in the procurement area by combing the four main
elements that are portal, electronic tendering, asset.gov and Smartbuy as the model
rule that holding to respect.

3.2 Japanese Government Procurement
3.2.1 Scope of the Procurement Management
Japan is democratically rules under the constitution to govern itself. It
can be separated into three parts which are Diet Regarding House of Representatives
and House of Councils. In cabinet, administer regarding National Government and
Local Government and the last part is the courts 55 .
Japanese government procurement regarding the national government
section; it has more spread power to each relevant government department to proceed
upon the Account Law as the core principle and more consideration on the other
subject laws such as government ordinances and enforcement regulations etc. Local
government will undertake the control by the Ministry of International Affairs and
Communications. Local government management is independent in itself by the respect
of the Local Autonomy Law (Law No. 67 of 194 7) which provides government
procurement Regulation in local government is available. 56 Government procurement
in Japanese local government is under the GP A framework of WTO.
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3.2.2 Government Procurement Procedure

To control government procurement system m harmony with GPA
framework, Japan's government indicates "the Action Program on Government
Procurement" and appoints "the Committee for the Drawing Up and Promoting the
Action Program" also available for controlling on such project. The aim of the
project is to build up the confidence in the government procurement system which
will address transparency, fair competition and deliver any convenient services to
foreign suppliers who want to get through the Japanese government procurement
market. Accordingly, the Committee for the Drawing Up and Promoting the Action
Program is a government entity which has total authority to define procedures for
government procurement on products: operational guidelines to regulate all relevant
government departments.

1. Procedures for government procurement of products by such

committee enforcement are as follows;

1) Pre Qualification: those m general government procurement
shall publicize qualifications upon demand in the official government procurement
document called "Kanpo" , provided for national information and "Kenpo" which is
provided for local information. But in the case of the government procurement
system having a quite high complexity level it's difficult to specify qualifications on
goods for a reasonable price or in case it has no pre-check about the quality of goods
the authorized officer need to research the demand on goods previously purchased.
2) The Marketing Research: it's available for a higher complexity
level on government procurement so it's necessary to ask for information about
goods from the supplier in advance and the value of goods will not be over 130
million yen. Regarding this procedure, the government entity shall be connected with
the local or foreign supplier in respect to fair dealing and non-discrimination.
Furthermore, the government entity is required to publicize
research news of the government procurement system which should appear in Kanpo
or Kenpo. The primary information in Kanpo or Kenpo must be shown on details as
follows;
(1) Name and address of government entity,
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(2) Quantity and pre-qualification on goods,
(3) The due date to submit information,
(4) Appointment to conference (if necessary).
3) Hearing to Specify Qualifications of Goods: the government entity
shall be recognized to be open for hearing on specific qualifications of goods draft if
each government procurement each time has a value of goods not lower than 800,000
SDR except for cases as follows;
(1) Emergency case or limited competitive bid price,
(2) Material goods or fuel,
(3) Sourcing the ready goods which have value per unit not
exceeding more than 500 SDR (24,854 baht) on high-volume purchase of off-the-shelf
products.
4) Competitive Bid Price: The competitive bid price shall comply
with the steps as follows;
(1) Competition news which is published in Kanpo or Kenpo
continuing for fifty days,
(2) Consideration for transparency, fair dealing and nondiscrimination regarding GP A rule on WTO,
(3) Award the contract concerned with good benefits,
(4) Make the contract.
5) Re-check the Challenge and Protection against being Unfair:
Japan's government established "Government Procurement Challenge System" that
is the specific challenge system.

In the past, Japan faced the problems of conspiracy among suppliers
so Japan's government appointed the fairness committee by following up on the
Anti-Monopoly Act and the Act on Elimination and Prevention of Involvement in
Bid Rigging etc. and the Punishments for acts by Employees that Harm Fairness of
Bidding Act No. 101 of 2002. Both laws cover all private markets and the
government procurement market. The fairness committee published a guideline
document that is called "the Anti-Monopoly Act Guidelines on the Activities of
Entrepreneurs and Trade Associations Involved in Public Tendering." and gives
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information to the government entity relevant to government procurement's activity
to know about supplier's wrongful behavior which may cause Bid-Rigging or it may
cause problems on fair competitive bid prices or distort the law. As noted already,
the government entity shall be given co-operation on reporting about wrongful
behavior to the fairness committee if it has any cases such as follows;
(1) Find the wrongful behavior which caused to distort the AntiMonopoly Law,
(2) Find the evidence which allegedly distorts the Anti-Monopoly Law.
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3.2.3 Government Procurement System
According to the GPA principle on government procurement so Japan's
government defined system itself has three systems which are: Open Tendering,
Selective Tendering and Limited or Single Tendering regarding Accounts Law
specified in each condition to use as follows;

1. Open Tendering: for those tendering on government procurements
published in Kanpo, the national government's document or Kenpo, the local
government's document. In a general way, suppliers who are interested in
participating in tendering shall be examined for pre-qualification by the government
entity.

2. Selective Tendering: from open tendering but it has a small group
of supplier communities or small amounts of specification suppliers that are required
to participate in the government's activity so the government entity can invite such
specification suppliers to get through tendering immediately.

3. Limited or Single Tendering: this tendering has no competition
among suppliers. It will apply when conditions on government procurement agree
directly with GP A. Such as a government entity applying for open tendering but no
supplier submits an offer at all, or it is the government procurement on patent goods
or services or it's about a construction project that has more decoration and value of
ration shall not exceed more than 50% of value of the head contract. So far, the
cabinet resolution is defined to apply limited or single tendering for support of Small
and Medium Enterprise (SME) with no concern on national suppliers.
As the three government procurement systems above, it will be used for
a government entity under the framework of the GP A and undertake to control
economic partnerships with the state parties such as, Chili, Singapore and Mexico
etc. And apply for specific a mode which has a value more than the threshold of each
agreement.
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3.2.4 Government Procurement Information
According to the cabinet resolution defined the government entity shall
publish necessary information for participation in tendering such as date, time, place
and admission process etc. Moreover, for a more convenient way the Japanese's
government opened a Kanpo website for a search on electronic information instead
of the Kanpo document which is available at http://www.kanpou.nbp.go.jp.
The Kenpo website that can search on a specific website in each local is
as http://www.pref.naqano.jp/soumu/hoki/kenpo/top.htm. By the way, websites for
foreign suppliers in an English version are available at 2 sources;

Ministry of foreign affairs http://www.mof.go.jp/policy/economy/procurement
provides any recommend documents for access to Japanese government procurement
under GP A framework so supplier can download "Suggestions for Accessing the
Government Procurement Market of Japan" which gives an overview about
government procurement under GP A.
The second English source is the website of the Japan External Trade
Organization (JETRO) available at http://www.jetro.go.jp/en/matching/procurement/.
This website links to the website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs again.
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3.2.5 System of Complaint Review Procedures for Government Procurement
Japanese government established a system of complaint review
procedures for government procurement B.E.2538 (1996) for support on challenging
procedures regarding GPA. This system provides a hearing on complaints or
challenges about government procurement on goods or services including
government construction for transparency and efficiency results and also with
development ability with fair competition among suppliers on government
procurement. This system was established for complaint review procedures on
government procurement and consists of the Office of Government Procurement
Review (OGPR) and Government Procurement Review Board (GPRB). The Office
of Government Procurement Review is the government department under the Office
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of the Prime Minister. OGPR have the position to support the challenge procedure
regarding government procurement under the national government and appoint
specifications the committee is obligated to follow. The second is the Government
Procurement Review Board working to protect from monopoly harm and unfair
competition in the market, particularly on the government procurement market. So
under GPRB working, it will apply the Antimonopoly Act and the Act on
Elimination and Prevention of Involvement in Bid Rigging, etc. and the Punishments
for acts by Employees that Hann Fairness of Bidding, etc. as the law of enforcement with
such crimes.

3.2.6 Electronic Government Procurement

Japanese Electronic Government Procurement arose from the government
trying to solve corruption problems, particularly on government construction projects
which belong to the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MLIT).
To develop Japanese Electronic Government Procurement for more
clarity in procurement, MLIT assigned the duty to Japan Construction Information
Center (JACIC) and jointly with Service Center of Port Engineering (SCOPE). Both
of them are office departments controlled by MLIT that have an aim to focus on
developing Electronic Bidding on government procurement in the country.
Finally, JACIC and SCOPE represent the working group on government
procurement so they respect Electronic Bidding as the core system which it can
apply on any government entity.

1. Electronic Bidding Framework

(1) Pre-qualification of supplier,
(2) Supplier registration,
(3) Open for recommendation on construction,
(4) Bidding,
(5) Contracting,
(6) Management work,
(7) Verify work (and)
(8) Payment.
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Electronic Bidding workflow can explain in detail as follows;
(1) Government officer registers bidding and then the supplier will log in to
search on this website,
(2) Supplier submits application form to receive procurement information,
(3) Government entity sends information,
(4) Supplier offers tendering to government entity regarding a specific
item,
(5) Government officer opens tendering,
(6) Government officer will announce the awarding of the contract on
internet website,
(7) In case of re-bidding government officer shall inform all suppliers and

go back to steps 5 to 7 again.

Chapter 4
Analysis of the Electronic Auction System Problem
To study the problem undertaken in the government procurement circle
occurring both in Thai Law and International Law particularly in Australia and Japan
to be compared by analysis on a step by step procedure and try to find out the way to
eliminate the fraud problem by improving security in the purpose of access through
transparency procurement measures in the future. This chapter will be the guideline
engine driving through search on source of primary reason about relevant issue
particularly the fraud problem on Electronic Auction.

4.1 Problems on Conspiracy of Fraud for Electronic Auction on
Bidding in Electronic Government Procurement
As noted in Chapter 2 regarding the Thai electronic government procurement
procedure proceeds under the Regulation of the Office of Prime Minister on
Electronic Procurement B.E. 2549 (2006) by the Ministry of Finance.
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Thus, this is

an issue on open and fair competition for saving the government budget and creating
cost-effectiveness, efficiency and responsibility to the success of the work which benefits
the government.
Although we already have the specifics on Electronic Auction procedures as
citing choices for reducing any risk damage to business between public sector to
private sector or may cooperate together with private to private sector individually, it
will be possible for any elements but in fact we have to accept that we still hear of
some failed management more or less in Electronic Auction procedures and at least it
certain negative affects on the nation's economy and these problems regarding bid
collusion in Thailand will be generally faced in the recent situation although
Electronic Auction is issuing to restriction in the event to prevent fraud problems
now.
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See Chapter 2, p. 10.
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General working Electronic Auction procedures prescribed in the event of
allowing the eligible bidders to tome into the place provided by the Bidding
Committee for joint competition submission of a bid to the government entity
through the computer internet system to find the final appropriate price. At this time
the other representative eligible bidders cannot know another share bid's competitive
price because the system shall not reveal the status of a bid value. In this regard, the
bidding procedure is only effective at submission of bids because the provision is
enacted. As a result, Electronic Auction is ineffective in comprehending transparency
of such government projects 59 .
Mostly the important problem issuing always occur the same as the previous
style that Thailand frequently hold on fraud problem as in the period when no
information technology was available at all, based on the Regulation B.E. 2535
(1992). That is the place can be created fraud problem where it's ordinary showing
commit on severe crime of offence regarding government procurement which it can
assume that absolutely arose from government officers who are negligent on duty
employment making conspiracy with private supplier to cooperate before enter into
participation in the bidding begin which is hardly to take control. 60 The best example
should be "the Suvarnabhumi International Airport." This case involves a conspiracy
bid in collusion with government officers and suppliers 61 and it's also concerning an
offer of bribery to persuade another person for a proposal of bidding with the object
of including others to participate in the activity. 62 This example heavily states that
the Electronic Auction method fails to operate against the problem.
We can't deny the fact of corruption in Thailand although Thailand enhances
some measure working through web based application form via internet, instead of
only by defining the specify provision in the Regulation B.E. 2549 (2006) to enforce
59
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Act on Offences Relating to the Submission of Bids to State Agencies,

Section 5.

60
submission of a bid and further matter as complied with other relevant provisions.
These shall be recognized on each statement following up as the Act B.E. 2542
(1999) regarding an offence in relation to the submission of a bid to state agencies
and some further statements of the Act B.E. 2550 (2007) regarding offences on
computer crimes as consent of national crime shall be subject to enforcement also.
Thus, in fact it probably still operates such wrongful practices between either private
to public sector or private to private sector jointly to conduct corruption.
Clearly, this fraud problem is commonly hide on Electronic Auction. It may
often occur mentioned as to make individual relationship closely among each other.
Thus, it will lead to give an opportunity on fraud too much and extend on content of
"deterrent fair competition"63 as following statement below;
In accordance with the Act B.E. 2542 (1999) section 3 first introduced the
definition of "bid" meaning "the submission of a proposal with the object of
acquiring the right to enter into a contract with a State agency pertaining to a
purchase, hire, exchange, lease, asset disposal, concession or receipt of other
rights ... " Thus, any person submitting bid price to the State agency with the object to
enter into a contract, section 3 shall be enacted with restrictions. In case any person
distorts the purpose of a bid upon section 3 as addressed above with the object of
avoiding fair competition or withdraws a bid to the State agency no matter what is
bid in collusion or promise to gives, offers to give money or other benefits to another
person or coerces another person by using of force or any form of threat to incite fear
of endangerment to life, body, liberty, reputation or properties and deceit which is
not congruous with normal business practice 64 so such kinds of offences shall be
subject under the Act B.E. 2542 (1999) restrictions and held as guilty of fraud.
Furthermore, some cases of crime can link to more offences related to
commission of the Act B.E.2550 (2007) with the object of disabling the working of a
computer system according to the pre-determined instructions or that causes a
working error that will damage and affect the country's economy, society and
63
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security including people's peace and good morals. Thus, exemption from the
previous provision that I mentioned above all offenders shall be recognized to be
liable on this act whether or not such offence related to cause the working of a third's
party's computer system to be suspended, delayed, hindered or in the event of
sending computer data or electronic mail to other persons and covering up the source
of such aforementioned data in a manner that disrupted to the extent that the
computer system fails to operate normally which leads to affecting the country's
economy, society and security including people's peace and good morals. 65
Consequently, it is appropriate to address this Act to come into enforcement.
Finally, the type of fraud mentioned earlier aims to exchange some benefits
for what he or she wishes or expects to receive 66 instead of having the right to enter
into a contract with the State agency. However, this paper prefers to show only two
types of deterrents for fair competition regarding "bribery agreement" including "bid
in collusion" which is a simple thing and is always seen in a real situation. Although,
the body of regulation in itself already gives enough measures to maintain fair
competition such as: no communication in any manner between the eligible bidders
and other persons during the bidding or from the beginning to the end of the bidding
and at least half of the Bidding Committee shall present at the designated place to
supervise and control the bidding procedures to be in good order.
The E-GPC may require recording visual and/or audio records of the event
during the bidding procedures to keep as evidence 67 or in each of the competitions.
The Bidding Committee may allow the broadcasting of the result of the bidding
through a closed circuit television or broadcasting the result openly to the public and
shall allow the public media and third parties to participate in or acknowledge the
result of the bidding. 68
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Now, Thailand still faces problems based on the Electronic Auction method
in the following offences as follows;
The first one is "bribery agreement"; it can be explained as the single acts
that actually can offer both sides an exchange from government officer to supplier.
Sometimes it may occur between supplier to supplier without a government officer
protesting. Therefore, there are many cases illustrative of bribery schemes that take
place over a period of time, often over many years. Longer-term schemes aim at
securing the exchange after both parties are tried. This means that the briber may not
obtain all he or she expects at the beginning of the agreement but secures greater
gains once the relationship is well-established. The most common forms of bribery
irregularities regarding contract implementation, particularly starting point until the
end of the process.
For example is the construction has not been completed or the goods and
services have not been fully delivered but the project report confirms finalization or
receipt of all goods and services but the project never get finished at all or another
example is the quality of the construction, goods or services is below standard or
below the agreed standard but is stated as good or as agreed in the project report. 69
The last one is "bid in collusion" which is common among suppliers and a
little present to a government officer sometimes. This type of fraud is more important
on government procurement procedure particularly big projects which mostly are
construction projects for public interest rather than small enterprises. The means are
similar with bribery agreement; relevant community access for exchange to their
personal benefit or demand what he or she wishes. There is little differences mostly
done by a supplier who has influence above another paying reciprocity to each other
for persuade to win-win awarded for contract.
For example, A is the construction company, A needed to wm the bid
competition so A is required to offer the lowest cost because A knows that when the
project is finished, more benefits will come to him in large amounts. Basically, A
shall pay a bribe to the other in exchange of being awarded the contract. Thereafter,
A. plans for contacts with another company candidate reserved for withdraw from
69
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such bid competitive by A obligate to pay an offset to all of them instead as the gift
so when the date of bidding come, A represent the only supplier who submitted the
lowest price of government project so A will be awarded the contract automatically.
Due to the cases above, exemption from the two main regulations 70 for
implementation enact on fail government procurement thus, the authorities shall be
recognized with the Act B.E.2542 (1999) which is designed exclusively for offences
of submission bids including with the Computer Crime Act B.E. 2550 (2007) which
is provided for offence that cause damage on computer system in manner on fail to
operate normally. Thus, offender shall be liable to be penalized on each case as the
Act B.E.2542 (1999) prescribes that "Any person who bids in collusion with the
object of conferring a benefit to any such persons in the form of a right into a
contract with a State agency by avoiding fair competition which is not congruous
with normal business practice, shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding three years and a fine of fifty percent of the highest bid price submitted by
the joint offenders 71 "
However, as I mentioned already, relating to offences of submission of a bid
to the State agency, upon proceeding on Electronic Auction method it may determine
in many forms under content of "deterrent fair competition" such as coercion, deceit
or fraud if such crime committed avoids fair competition or which is not congruous
with normal business practice. It can assume on the scope of unfair competition so
offender shall be liable to get penalized upon each case.

4.2 Prevention on conspiracy of fraud for Electronic Auction on
Bidding in Electronic Government Procurement
On the basis of the transparency principle, Electronic Auction bidding system
has been adopted for prevention on problem of failed practice on government
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procurement that will cause the damage from individual person who has the
authorities on such employment to create the heaven of problem complied with the
important factor which pay respect on initiative execute making negative element
stand still in Thai procurement because of the different types of bidding methods
between the Regulation B.E.2535 (1992) and the Regulation B.E. 2549 (2006). It is
the only type on submission of bid price to State agency. Therefore, this method
cannot guarantee 100% transparency under the Regulation B.E.2549 (2006), Article
10( 1), which states that
"Each of the eligible bidders may appoint its representatives not exceeding
three persons to enter into the bidding procedures before the beginning of the bidding
by notifying, in accordance with the form provided by the E-GPC on the bidding
day, the names of its representatives and be presented at the place provided by the
Bidding Committee where the eligible bidders will be separated from each other and
there shall be a government official appointed by the Bidding Committee presented
at the place. There shall be no communication in any manner between the eligible
bidders and other persons. When the bidding begins, the eligible bidders shall not
change or appoint more of their representatives but the eligible bidders may
withdraw some of their representatives for any reasons"
However, almost all wrongful practice is deemed to occur m terms of
lobbying to favor a decision by the powerful persons who have greater ability to cope
with such competition by persuading before the bidding begins to get the right to be
the one eligible bidder. In this regard, although Thai legislation gives too much
extend restriction provision force to the authorities and other relevant, in fact, the
operation is not completely fitted into such bidding or it can be determined that the
initial cause of damage is basically generated from an individual person. Although,
there is a specific measure provided to control special courses already, the number of
offences collected into account show severe damage caused due to the background of
Thai society. It is deemed people attempt to win the contract just for adding numbers
in their own account. Thus the whole picture of government procurement results in a
negative affect.
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In this regard, as collected an observation about the progress upon dispute
problems as mentioned above, it was narrow down that fraud problems will not
totally occur from Electronic Auction system.
In this sense, Electronic Auction is designed to proceed with the submission
of a bid to pass through the computer system within a prescribed time and place by
sealed bid auction as provided72 based on the provision only which cannot reflect
transparency on the exclusion area and may not be responsible in following
government's policy completely. 73
In addition, it complied with the causes from relevant communities making
bids in collusion among themselves with the object of illegal wrongful practice
before bidding began.
However, if it complied with this sentence which stated that "Electronic
Auction is good enough for saving on annual budget but it cannot guarantee to build
transparency on government projects unless the bidders shall be subject to prequalification before participating in competitive bidding so those sentence deemed to
ordinary meaning as the old matter. " 74 Thus, it can be interpreted that imposing the
provision will not enhance prevention of a fraud offence.
We will see the weakness in Thai electronic government procurement open
for public or private sector performance with unfair competition which placed such
problem in procurement employment as in these times; so far no one has the
evidence to prove such crime was committed. In a brief summary on fraud cases in
Thailand, the Electronic Auction system is treated like an individual along with each
party of the contract. So, from this point, it will represent the greatest share of the
worldwide offence and is of a proportion that is undermining not only good
governance and economic performance but also the political and social institutions of
developing countries.
In this regard, the Thai government should be more considerate on
developing management as the initial focus by opening a new vision to study about
72
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"how to develop from weak process to international standard, as other developed
countries do."
Mostly the other developed countries widely addressed strong measures for
the party of contract designing any contract, in particular on transactions with
government projects such as infrastructure and construction projects which is the rule
indicated enough for raising on confidentiality for citizen supplier or foreign supplier
trust on government's potential for investment with such host government.
There seems to be no other countries applying Electronic Auction measures
in the view of government procurement except Thailand at this time. Therefore, this
paper would like to take up a similar category to Electronic Auction to compare with
in order to seek for effective protection measures in Thailand. Obviously, the first
example on a developed country is Australia, particularly, New South Wales.
Although New South Wales, implementation of "Electronic Commerce" as
the strategy75 as applied on government procurement work, it is different from the
Thai system. But in concept the structure between "Electronic Commerce" and
"Electronic Auction" are similar working processes on government procurement.
Therefore, it is appropriate that the Thai government can take up some good aspect
processes, from New South Wales regulations to adapt to the Thai system. In chapter
three, it gives an initial explanation on the Electronic Commerce system which the
New South Wales State government addresses as the core system inside the territory
government for greatly reducing the cost and increases the accessibility of
information as well as using automated machines and thereby reduces discretion in
practices prone to corruption that go for anti-corruption in final propose 76 .
Otherwise, Electronic Commerce is the reform program rather than the
software program. It does not replace the need for procurement law reform but rather
than complement this traditional approach it specified that the government entity
should post the information on a single internet site streamlining traditional
management and information systems. Encourage facilitating oversight by the
75
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general public 77 • Thus, it promotes transparency primarily by increasing information
access directly by the business sector and civil society generally. Transparency
element in this case is ensured by the development of databases designed to allow
comprehensive analyses of all aspects of purchasing and the behavior of purchasing
officers and suppliers. Indeed, NSW has addressed the specific strategy within
jurisdiction for success on electronic government such as government agencies need
to report publicly on progress and benefits, a greater emphasis should be placed on
central co-ordination to ensure that agency acts in a more uniform and integrated
manner and the achievement of significant reform of business processes will require
a substantial strengthening of the accountability mechanism and be more
comprehensive to government projects and risk management. 78
Thus, the strongest point on the Electronic Commerce system in New South
Wales shows that the Electronic Commerce procedure is similar to the previous
traditional position.
Therefore, it's more easily ensured to control corruption and make it fade
away

from

the

government procurement process

because the

Australian

commonwealth administration seems to spread independent power to all state
government or territory governments. Thus, it does manage in itself to control the
same enforcement regulation implementation as the guideline (Commonwealth
Procurement Guideline) and guidance is to assist the Financial Management and
Accountability Act. 79 Furthermore, each state can make an appointment for its own
agency responsible for domestic investment. The rule is strong enough for
implementation and effectively functional on electronic government procurement. 80
Accordingly, for greater effective protection against problem; the Thai
government should consider comparing with the one developed country in Asia
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Japan. Firstly, Japanese government procurement working under the concept of
Electronic Bidding as the strategy for large scale public works upon follows
following process:
1. A government officer who has his/her name on the list of Electronic
Bidding registered to open the bidding so information bidding will be delivered to
the procurement center. The public can log in to search for information on this web
page anytime,
2. Bidder can submit an application form for confirmation to receive information
on bidding,
3. Government entity can deliver information bidding to bidder,
4. Bidder can submit an offer to the government entity upon notify
qualification,
5. The authorities officer disclose submission to the public,
6. A contract is awarded, government officer shall publish the result in the
name of the winner on the internet web-site.

In addition, a government project usually reveals the construction project
belonged to the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport representing the head
of government entity for the full purchase. The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport have authorities to make purchase orders on the quality of goods or
services while based on improvement of transparency forthcoming from each
supplier within the lowest cost and specified time at the most competitive price in a
fair manner 81 .
Likewise, the implementation of an Electronic Bidding system is designed on
the Japanese government procurement as strategy; the benefit function capability
provides services facilitating classification or relevant information such as region,
price, type of goods and any combination of those criteria for the supplier accessing
information which is bidding information on a single internet site. The provision of
81
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information on a single internet site about the bidding process is effective on the
government entity and supplier involved in the term of use of this internet site. This
high-profile site will also promote ease of access to information and therefore civil
oversight because Electronic Bidding procedure is similar to traditional bid and the
law with standards already effectively applied.
Many decades ago, the Japanese government faced a corruption cns1s
particular to government procurement so Japan has tried to develop and implement
electronic government procurement as the initial objective to restore public trust82 .
Gradually, renovation of the new law has become widely used in Electronic Bidding
system including adopting modern IT information technology to secure the official
documents on government construction projects, thus it is quite at risk on corruption
problems.
Furthermore, Japan had the law on IT information technology for more
effective provision such as ICT the basic law, the illegal access protection law 1999,
the digital signature and the authentication law 2000, the commerce code (digital
registration of enterprises) as complied with Japan Wide Area Network (WAN)
which can connect to all general departments, parliament and with the Office of
Prime Minister for exchanging electronic official documents with security by
Government Public Key Infrastructure (GPKI). Thus, Japan also provides the
Ministry of Internal Affair responsible for government procurement.
In the point of security measures, Japan determines "the Digital Signature and
the Authentication Law 2000" to enact the bidder to get approval from Certificate
Authority (CA) first and then CA will issue a smart card or IC card for bidder to
show to participate in competition. This is a system can be effective to prevent the
bidders to make fraud for Electronic Auction because it is able to identify a person
who accesses to the network system.
Furthermore, the local governor is required total independent administration
in case of procurement on the local government. There is no further need to ask for
license approval from the head of national government. 83 Even though such
procurement refers to manage government procurement with national government
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procurement projects. Of course, procurement entity on each government state
entitles complete jointly responsible on population's consider directly by setting the
exclusive committee on a working group to control it step by step. 84
The example is in the challenge process on the construction project, the
Japanese law defined Japan Fair Trade Commission to prevent such specific
problem 85 which was at risk on corruption on Japanese government as before time.
Similarly, as result, it's easy for such a working group to commit to saving
the local source plan for gaining the best value on the nation's economic wealth as
much as possible.
Accordingly, the Japanese government procurement is emerging as the best
practice through impact technology for promoting performance of a government
entity or relevant organization procuring quality goods or services through a process
available from internet-based information technology.
Significantly, Japanese government support on the facility, computer
personnel and being allowed to establish a local area network which links all general
departments issuing one standard to exchange electronic official document
information among themselves 86 that might be the best one to reduce numerous risks
on problems which are in line with enhancement protection as I stated earlier.
In addition to promoting procurement measure upon policy; Japan has "the
Anti-Monopoly Act" which provides that the supplier operates its activities
following a normal business manner issuing for anti-private monopoly, whether
unfair competition happens, such as Bid Rigging, which is distort to the Japanese law
so this Act states that "the authorities committee ability to order cease and desist and
surcharge payment order upon required by law". 87
Moreover, it's released "the Act on Elimination and Prevention of
Involvement in Bid Rigging, etc. and the Punishment for acts by Employees that
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Harm Fairness of Bidding, Act No. 101 of 2002" exclusively for enactment on
government officers to protect against causing damage to the national advantage. 88
Accordingly, it defined the penalty provision as liable for wrongful subject
matter which shall be subject to imprisonment for a term not exceeding more than 5
years and a fine of 2.5 million yen. 89 Moreover, exempt from the provision I
mentioned above; a government officer who has done the wrongful practice so
he/she shall be liable following the "the National Public Service Act and the Local
Public Service Act" including to pay an offset to the government entity in case of
damage.
The normal example is the trade fair committee sues the government officer
of Niaikata in charge of clarifying official documents which are confidential papers
to the specific company in favor of selecting such company for the right to enter into
0

the contract rather than other compan/ which may adduce the purpose of a bid with
conspiracy and collusion so as a result any persons who are connected with the
commission of the offence based on the relevant law, such persons shall be deemed
to receive sentences which are required by the law. In this regard, whether Japanese
release this provision which is similar to the Thai law particularly the Act B.E. 2542
(1999) enacted with crime; it's not different from the Thai Law to fail binding with
any offenders 91 •
As discussed earlier, both states have greater potential in the event of raising
creditability public confidence in the government. Then, it is assistance on customer
making the decision access on jointly with convenience business activity on Japanese
government.
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Consideration on either citizen supplier or foreigner supplier aspire to make
sure that assessment to collaborative contract with government, the center system
will reach ensuring that national government procurement policy is applied.
Therefore, the Japanese government is already distributing transparency
through the process on government procurement and built confidentiality to all
investors to trust on effective regulatory approach service that they will get a certain
treatment like their own citizen based on national treatment, non-discrimination and
transparency rule which the Japanese law and the NSW law are undertaken to
obligation on WTO as respected as the core principle is applied. Furthermore, in fact
only the law cannot give all of them archive to implement electronic measure which
is important but as the whole, it is necessary to comply with individual which likely
consider more because initiative cause to damage frequently happens from their own
greedy or ambitious conferring upon his/her wishes.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendations
To establishing control fraud problem within procurement administration, it
is deemed to improve the measure to prevent and detect comprehensive ineffective
internal session initiative to minimize in failed practice which frequently present
either by a government officer or a supplier role. In the chapter 5, the researcher
provided alternative gateway based on my studied through the existing of the
outstanding problems instead of the traditional process. Besides continuing to
facilitate much more to increase greatly strengthen standardization, particularly to
enhance electronic government procurement.

5.1 Conclusion
According to the information that has been discussed earlier; electronic
government procurement provides extensive new management information,
management controls and new procurement methods. Electronic procurement is a
reform program rather than a software program. It does not replace the need for
procurement law reform but rather complements this traditional approach. The
enhanced information availability strengthens transparency and auditing while
providing easier access for business. It is increasing competition and lowers prices as
a result. It was also noted that rather than dispensing with other accountability
measures and anti-corruption strategies, technology has the potential to strengthen
them.
Additionally, although the E-GP, including Electronic Auction, can facilitate
the procurement of quality goods or services in the prescribed time and place, in
practice, it still remains an outstanding problem on Thai government procurement
which might be representative of the greatest share of the worldwide problem and is
of a proportion that is undermining not only good governance and economic
performance but also the political and social institution of developing counties
widely.
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Therefore, according to the research paper, it was found that Thailand still
faces problems based on the offence of fraud in the manner of "deterrent fair
competition" undertake to have the right to enter into a contract with a state agency
which frequently occurs before participating in real-time of bidding. In this regard,
the following offences commit a crime in Thailand as follows;
1. Government officers distort the meaning of provisions by preferring to
join a bribery agreement with suppliers.
2. The bigger supplier prefers to use influence in the event of lobbying a
smaller supplier to avoid such competition or withdraw a bid in the form of bidding
collusion before real-time bidding.

5.2 Recommendations
As discussed earlier the outstanding fraud problem in Thailand always occurs
before coming to participate with the government as the real-time competition
bidding with as respect as committed an offence which under the definition of
"deterrent fair competition." This is made by the public and private sectors with the
purpose of a bid including conspiracy in collusion which undertakes to confer a
benefit to person.
In this regard, most cases of fraud in government procurement actually, agree
to the practice on wrongful crime before the bidding begins with the purpose of a bid
or other things with the object of unfair competition in Electronic Auction method
based on submission of bids to a state agency and wish to get appointed as an eligible
bidder following the government entity requirement. 92
In the element of the powerful person who has greater ability deemed to
lobby in favor on right to enter to participate on government's contract with the
object on confer some benefit tum to a smaller person instead. 93
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Therefore, if that case still generates in Thailand without care from every
general department or anyone with no exception, it's absolute that no measure, no
law can be against such offence.
Accordingly, upon the real situation in Thailand, it seems to be about unfair
competition together with private and private sector that means that the government
will lose budget spending on the useless things without receiving some benefit back
to the government at all. Therefore, Thailand still lacks some measures on binding
wrongful practice before the bidding begins to prevent fraud in government
procurement which is the same as holding the severe crime of offences. Anyway, it
can presume on prevention measures as follows;
1. Thailand will operate an effective government procurement and enhance
implementing electronic systems as the strategy, so Thailand should add higher a
security procedure for prevention of conspiracy in collusion by requiring all bidders
to get approval through a smart card issued by the general department; maybe the
parcel department of the Comptroller General's Department of the Ministry of
Finance as similar to Japan which is necessary for the bidder to get issued a smart
card or IC card from the Certificate Authority before having the right to enter jointly
into such competition.
2. Government officers or working groups or committees is relevant
consider to have their passwords before coming into operation on that web site, so
the center who is representative as the service provider of such bidding competition
will know who is online at that time. Then it can prevent fraud of offence in the kind
of conspiracy for collusion in government procurement for more or less.
3. Further, Thailand deemed to appoint the Ministry of Finance, only one
department, to be able to work about government procurement. That is not enough
for successful management. So it should set up a specific committee or working
group which is not under the control of the Ministry of Finance anymore; upon
appropriation to be responsible for government procurement step by step only.
4. For more safety to protect from any offensive behavior which is found
that mostly they are deemed to present before the time of bidding competition begins
as I already mentioned earlier, so in this research paper, it will strengthen the need by
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giving some suggestions about bidder; performance on digital signature promptly
with the smart card as I recommended.
Probably those are enough for good management to be against the
problem based on potential management prevention of fraud about electronic
procurement as NSW and Japan's jurisdiction.94
5. Further, to raise the maintenance confidential on each management as
complied with a raise on nation's economy also. There is already widely efficient
contributed standard on information comprehend on all provisions which are
concerning throughout the process which can be against the problem. In this regard,
as I presented my idea that the law alone can not instill transparency on government
procurement completely. 95 So it's necessary for individual persons either in public or
private sector to share good intentions together to enhance the government
procurement progress.
6. As a result, I would like to express my idea that the one thing shown on
the Regulation B.E. 2535 (1992) until the Regulation B.E. 2549 (2006) nowadays;
the major risk is that most government officers still lack basic understanding of the
implementation of the E-GP initiative because the system is designed a little
complicated and complied with failed practice. This highlight creates many types of
risk that generally take place before time.
To solve this problem, the government entity and also suppliers should
participate in an exclusive course and strengthen training to civil servants or relevant
communities in the terms of use and necessary comprehension on the beneficial
outcome because if procurement personnel can succeed in that course, this will
ensure the reduction of risk. 96
Therefore, as I discussed earlier, increasing transparency on developed
country initiatives referring not only to the main provision but also including many
factors as complied with the measures such as a restrictive law, sensible men and an
effective system etc. Most of them are contained on the list which made such
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government to be achieved on enhance government procurement employment as
considered.
Consequently, it's time for the Thai government to secure trust for a number
of suppliers to ensure entering into participation in government activities with
confidentiality complying with their own internal regulations for effective, severe
enforcement by adding various strategies as I recommended for prevention and along
with given to marry with opportunity on real situation practice, particularly to reduce
discretion of government officers to arbitrarily vary processes of a bid in the event it
may cause damage to the public.
However, a further requirement is the ultimate deterrent on bad faith on fraud
problem which is a clear regulatory framework that is effectively enforced. The
Regulations need to address and provide clear definitions of public tendering.
Meaningful sanctions need to be associated with specific violations of the rules.
Furthermore, the courts need to be aware of the seriousness of these crimes.
Knowledge about the rules and their effective and rapid enforcement are of utmost
importance.
If laws and rules are not enforced or only partially enforced and paperwork is

widely forged, then, the probability of being detected and sanctioned is low, meaning
that it is more likely that offenders will remain unpunished and therefore corruption
risks are high. 97
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